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ECOACORO1T-ECoNoMICS (CC1) 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 50 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

Candidates should ans wer in their own words 

and adhere to the word limit as practicable. 

All svmbols are of usual significance 

Answer any five questions: 25 100

(a) Graphically explain the effect on equilibrium price and quantity of hotel rooms in 

Goa when continuous disruption of tlights causes travellers to shy away from air 
travel. 

(6) If the equation of the Engel curve is given by q = M, where q is quantity and M 

is money income. find out the income elast icity of demand for the commodity.

(c) Define 'isoclines'. 

(d) Detine expansion path. 

(e) What is the shape of average fixed cost curve'? 

() If demand is unit elastic how will a decline in price affect total revenue? 

(g) Calculate the elasticity of supply for the supply curve P = 10+30 at P 25, 
P and O represent price and quantity respectively
P=10+30 ITA ATBre, P - 25 age cAINITa fafouraorA Ta Rch zTTI 

(h) In a two commodity space draw the budget line of a consumer where one 

commodty 1s rationcd so that no more than a specific amount of it can be 

purchased.
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5x4 200 Answer any four questions: 

(a) Find the value of elasticity of substitution for CES production function. 

(b) Constant return to scale may co-exist with diminishing return to variable 

factorExpain. 

(C) How is the curvature of an isoquant related to the marginal rate of technical 
substitution? 

(d) "If prices of two inputs are equal they should be used in equal amounts". Is the 

proposition correct? Justify your answer. 

(e Suppose the total cost function is given by C = 16+Q. Ilustrate the shape of the 

average and marginal cost curves in a diagram. 

(t) Construct a set of indifference curve in each of the following cases: 

(i) The person likes X but neutral about Y. 

(ii) The consumer likes both X and Y but believes that beyond 6 units of X'a day, X is bad and beyond 4 units of Y a day, Y is bad. 

. Answer any two questions 10x2 20 

(a) Let the utility function be u = nr, and the budget line is M = P.x+ P.. 5+5 
A1 1 ITAÍSTOI A(?E6 R Lu = xy 9R 1TT AR M = P,.x+ P 
(i) Derive the optimum values of X and Y. 

X 9R Y 9 TJ f? 

ii) Show that the sum of price elasticity, cross price elasticity and income elasticity of demand equal to zero. 
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(b) (i) Define homogeneous function. 2+2+6 

(i) Show that q =AL" K' is a homogeneous function. 

CTRe q = A l" K" aroppbiG gD FATI UE 

(11) Diseuss the properties of Cobb-Douglas production function. 

5+5 (c) () Lett and right shoes are perfect complements. Draw the appropriate price 

consumption and income consumption curve. 

(ii) State and explain the Slutsky decomposition of price effect into income 

effect and substitution effect. 

5+5 (d) (i) Define 'consumers surplus' and show it graphically. 

(1i) Distinguish between ordinary demand curve and compensated demand 

curve. 

N.B. : Students have to complete submission of their Answer Seripts through E-mail/ Whatsapp to 

their own respective colleges on the same day / date of examination within 1 hour after end 

of exam. University/ College authorities will not be held responsible for wrong submission

fat in proper address). Students are strongly advised not to submit multiple copies of the 

Same an.S wer script. 
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